
WRITE A REVIEW ICON FREEMOTION

Freemotion is pretty consistent when it comes to producing average machines. While they do have better features that
Icon products are so well known for, the.

To the customer service rep's credit she tried to be as helpful as she could. Accept another machine? She twice
replied that we must contact the place of purchase for further help and offered nothing else. Your customer
service dept have responded with two cryptic messages already that indicate the model number and serial
number of my machine! Di not use them!! And we are responsible while a NordicTrack box sits on my porch
waiting to be stolen. I called once again and spoke to someone who said that he has done all he can and he
ordered me a new module, which replaces the main brain and android screen. Unfortunately, the bike came
with the wheel completely shattered. Initial response was difficult to understand and seemed to be written by
somebody who is illiterate. I explained that my quest for resolution in the repair of my machine has taken
almost 2 weeks at this point and has consisted of 2 vague, hard to understand emails coming 24 hour intervals.
The guy came out and did some work then told me that I'm missing some parts I need to order. When I asked
for an email confirmation of the return I was advised by the car Jan Holliday they don't do that???!!! I called
to assemble my out of warranty large home workout machine. This thing was not cheap and it's still unused.
Once again, I called tech support. The Proform Facebook person gave us a number to call. We waited a week,
nothing. We have 2 dogs that bark; no one rang the doorbell. Zero stars should be an option. They charged me 
Now I've been on hold for an hour waiting to find out an order status. I was willing to have them deliver it at
when my kids would be there, but they could not guarantee it. Bought my NordicTrack cycle 2 months ago
and still can't use it. After several months of not being able to use my brand new exercise bike I called Sears.
Okay, so we waited. There is no sense of caring for the customer and trying to work with me. In case of
defects, it completely free to fix them by ProForm or Icon , or to replace the machine again, it is free. I have
left 2 messages and no return call. I was also convinced that I should install the new module myself since this
would cut the time of waiting for a technician. I bought my weight bench from Walmart however it was
missing a screw. Edit: The live chat actually worked better than calling. Below is the response we received
AFTER they sent the wrong replacement parts twice and failed to send a tech to fix the machine as they
originally offered. No, of course no one called and told me that beforehand. Not only are they made with
premium parts, different from the other sister brands, they even have a separate customer service division.
Innovations with the iFit brand into wearables and online fitness solutions keeps consumers motivated and
informed. How can these two companies have so many failures to update each of their tracking sites and
maintain information on something as large as a treadmill? Received a second email response the next day.
Their response was "yes we know how they are. At this point, we were frustrated because still no reply to the
emails. We signed up for our warranty also and they sent us replacement parts but the independent service guy
doesn't call us back to schedule. An email from NSD states that the "place of purchase has not released the
item to our carrier".


